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Homework Timetable
Year 10 Subject 1 Subject 2 Subject 3

Monday Maths Option A Option C

Tuesday English Option B Option C

Wednesday Maths RE Option D

Thursday English Science Option A

Friday Maths Science Option B

The knowledge organiser is a book that sets out the important, useful
and powerful knowledge of a single topic on one page.

When used effectively, Knowledge Organisers are useful in: 
• Helping build a foundation of factual knowledge.
• Embedding revision techniques for now and future studies (A-Level, 

College, University)
• Allowing knowledge to become stored in long term memory which 

frees up working memory for more complex ideas. It also allows you 
to connect concepts together, even across subjects

Other revision tools include:
-FREE online revision tools such as www.senecalearning.com, the 
recently updated BBC BITESIZE and YouTube.

-Other online platforms and apps like https://mathswatch.co.uk and 
Duolingo.

-Subject revision guides (some available at school and book shops)

-Practice exam questions (see your teacher)

-Past Papers from your teacher or exam board websites.

Microsoft Teams

Remember to check TEAMS regularly for updates and additional home 
learning files including copies of your mastery booklets.

You can also ask your teachers questions on teams and view videos of 
‘how to use your knowledge organiser’. 

Wellbeing during revision and exams- young minds  

http://www.senecalearning.com/
https://mathswatch.co.uk/


Here are some activities that you can try at home with your knowledge organiser to help revise. There are even more strategies on page 3.

Retrieval Practice ideas
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SPACED PRACTISE 
Divide up your revision into short 
manageable chunks of time . When revising 
aim for 20 - 30 minutes per session. Five 
hours spread out over two weeks is better 
than the same five hours all at once. This is 
spaced practice and it is regarded as one of 
the most effective revision strategies.

ELABORATION
When talking about studying, elaboration 
involves explaining and describing ideas with 
many details. Elaboration also involves making 
connections among ideas you are trying to 
learn. Ask yourself questions about a topic to 
delve deeper. The more information you have 
about a specific topic the stronger your grasp 
and ability to recall.

CONCRETE EXAMPLES
When you’re studying, try to think about 
how you can turn ideas you’re learning 
into concrete examples. Making a link 
between the idea you’re studying and a 
real life example, concrete example, can 
help students understand abstract ideas 
and make it ‘stick’.

INTERLEAVING
Interleaving is a process where you combine 
multiple subjects and topics while you study 
in order to improve learning. Switch between 
ideas and make links between them during a 
study session. Interleaving has been shown 
to lead to better long-term retention
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RETRIEVAL PRACTICE
Through the act of retrieval, or calling information to mind, our 
memory for that information is strengthened and forgetting is less 
likely to occur. Retrieval practice ideas include: Read, cover, write, 
check, flashcards and brain dumps.

DUAL CODING
Dual coding is the process of combining visual and written materials. 
You can visually represent materials using methods such as info 
graphics, timelines, cartoon/comic strips, diagrams and graphic 
organisers. Combing images with words or explaining an image 
makes it more likely to ‘stick’.



Who What Notes

1) Utterson Never lighted by a smile U is ‘austere’, serious, strict, avoids frivolity

Austere U represses his desire for pleasure. Strives to conform to restrictive social mores

I let my brother go to the devil in his own way. Avoids gossip, doesn’t judge: is he tolerant or selfish here?

When the wine was to his taste something eminently human beaconed 

from his eye

U’s ‘austere’ demeanor could be an act/veneer-drink removes his inhibitions. 

2) Setting The buildings are so packed together Setting is claustrophobic and restrictive, mirroring the social mores. Gothic fiction involves 

entrapment!

Neither bell nor knocker House is private, mirroring the theme of secrecy.

3) Utterson Though he enjoyed the theatre, had not crossed the doors of one for 

twenty years

U is Paranoid: extreme obsession with reputation results in bizarre/absurd behavior. U 

avoids frivolity

4) U and E Looked singularly dull BUT chief jewel of each week U and E walk in public to enhance reputation. Contrived.

5) Enfield You start a question its like starting a stone

The more it looks like Queer Street, the less I ask

E avoids gossip: is he being tolerant or selfish here? E is a hypocrite: he is fascinated by 

Hyde’s story!

6) Hyde Tramples ‘calmly’ on a child ‘like some damned juggernaut’ H attacks the vulnerable. H is cold, callous. gratuitous violence, like an automaton.

7) Enfield Make his name stink E threatens to ruin H’s reputation and cause a scandal. H pays money to avoid trouble. E 

and H are immoral!

8) Enfield on 

Hyde

Gave me one look so ugly that it brought out the sweat on me like 

running

H is repulsive, abhorrent, causes psychosomatic reaction in E. Links to U.Class stereotypes 

of lower class (a group seen as deviant, criminal, immoral). 

There is something wrong with his appearance; something displeasing, 

something downright detestable A strong feeling of deformity, although I 

couldn’t specify the point

Link to Uncanny: ambiguous/vague. Victorians thought certain physiologies caused 

criminality (Physiognomy): ugly=criminal. 

Who What Notes

9) Lanyon Boisterous and decided manner Stevenson commenting on arrogance of science (challenged traditional/religious beliefs). 

10) L on J Jekyll became too fanciful for me, he began to go wrong, 

wrong in mind   Such unscientific balderdash

J=transcendental medicine. L=empirical science. J=Victorians associated science with supernatural because 

incomprehensible. L=Victorians associated science with arrogance/immorality (challenged the church)

11) U 

meets H

Fronted about with an air of defiance H defies social mores/is immoral/doesn’t conform. H represents U.Class repressed desires. 

Snarled aloud into a savage laugh H is sinister, feral, atavistic (represents Victorian fears of evolution)

Pale and dwarfish H is depraved/disease to society. J is ‘tall fine build of a man’. Hierarchy of status: J is superior (like class system)

Murderous mixture of timidity and boldness H is antithetical. Contradictory nonsensical description (like U.Class prejudice=incoherent/irrational)

12) H Troglodytic Link to Victorian fears of evolution. Caveman=uncivilized/feral. U.Class repress all savage/uncivilized impulses.

13) U on J The ghost of some old sin, the cancer of some concealed 

disgrace

U suspects J has past vices. U suspects blackmail. ‘cancer’=moral depravity and sin are a societal disease to be 

avoided.

14) U Humbled to the dust by the many ill things he had done U is archetypal Victorian Gent-he is perfect! (here U is paranoid and insecure)

Chapter 2: The Search for Mr Hyde:

Chapter 1:Story of the door:

Year 10– Lent Term- ENGLISH – JEKYLL AND HYDE Learning – loving – living 
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Who What Notes

15) J on L Hide bound pedant, Lanyon J (transcendental) vs L (Empirical). Victorian fears and disdain for science

16) J on H It isn’t what you fancy; it is not so bad as that J implicitly referring to blackmail/illicit homosexuality

17) Jekyll Asks U to help Hyde if J disappears Close bonds of support and secrecy between U.Class men

Chapter 3: Dr Jekyll was quite at Ease

Who What Notes

18) Hyde Ape like fury Feral, brutal, savage, malevolent, uncivilized, relentless,

19) The 

Attack

1) Unprovoked attack: SDC was bowing to greet H. SDC was genteel and polite (paragon of propriety and decorum). SDC is antithesis of H.

2) Victim: old, frail, vulnerable. MP=symbolizes society and civilization-H attacks the establishment

3) Nature of attack: No valuables taken. Makes H hard to understand-he is motivated by sadism. H is volatile

4) Weapon left=H doesn’t care about ramifications or being caught

5) ‘bones audibly shattered’= visceral, barbaric attack

6) Maid faints: accentuates brutality of attack.

Chapter 4: Carew Murder Case 

Who What Notes

20) 

Utterson

Suspects J is covering for H (blackmail/homosexual subtext)

Handwriting of J and H are similar Graphology (Victorian pseudo-science) claimed that personality/morality could be judged by handwriting

Chapter 5: Incident of the Letter:

Who What Notes

21) Lanyon his flesh had fallen away Shock of seeing H transform to J (explained in CH9) kills L. Links to idea that science is a threat/Victorian fears of science. H symbolizes 

human capacity for evil: L is shocked by this-like all U.Class men, L aims for perfection/represses desires for sin. When confronted with 

the thing he tries to ignore (evil/transgression) he is shocked and dies
Deep seated terror of the mind

A doomed man

Chapter 6: Remarkable Incident of Dr Lanyon 

Who What Notes

22) Jekyll Slams the window to avoid E and U seeing transformation J cannot control the transformations now

23) E and 

U

E and U see J through the window Symbolizes lack of privacy for U.Class men

Chapter 7: Incident at the Window: 

Who What Notes

24) Poole on J My master is a tall fine build of a man Compare to H ‘pale and dwarfish’ hierarchy between them: J is supposed to be on top but H ends up more 

powerful

25) Poole on H That masked thing like a monkey Atavism/fears of evolution/feral/primitive/bestial

26)Hyde H has been asking Poole to get a drug for him Theme of addiction: to drug/sin/freedom/

Chapter 8: The Last Night: 

Year 10– Lent Term- ENGLISH – JEKYLL AND HYDE Learning – loving – living 
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Who What Notes

27) Lanyon My life is shaken to its roots Link to idea that science is a threat/Victorian fears of science

28) Lanyon After J’s party in CH6, L receives letter from J asking L to get 

a drawer from J’s house (containing notebook and vial)

Notebook explains that slowly the potion has stopped working: J has built up tolerance/become immune. 

Symbolises the normalization of transgression: the more you do, the more acceptable it becomes?

29) Hyde Transformation in front of Jekyll Gothic/supernatural/fears of science. L witnesses (like maid witnessing H battering SDC): reader encouraged 

to share their shock

Chapter 9: Dr Lanyon’s Narrative 

Who What Notes

30)

Jekyll

That man is not truly one, but truly two Duality of man. Evil+Good

Extraneous evil J claims H is separate (contradicts himself: compare to ‘not truly one, but truly two’ Is ‘extraneous evil’ the social 

mores?

A solution to the bonds of obligation H is a ‘solution’ to problem of restrictive social mores. ‘bonds’=Victorian society is imprisoning/an entrapment (Gothic 

theme)

Like a school boy, strip off these lendings and spring 

headlong into the sea of liberty

H excites J: ‘like a school boy’=exhilarating. ‘sea of liberty’=ignore social mores/indulge in transgressions and 

immorality.

Commingled out of good and evil Human psyche is a mixture not two separate things. evil and good are intertwined

Like a thick cloak Similar to ‘extraneous evil’. J claims H is separate (contradicts himself) but WHY?

1) human psychology is too complex to comprehend

2) J is deliberately being evasive to avoid culpability

3) J is deluded and is lying to himself to avoid guilt and shame

I was slowly losing hold of my original and better self, and 

becoming slowly incorporated with my second and worse

H eventually overpowers J. Evil side begins to take control

If I am the chief of sinners, I am the chief of sufferers also ‘sufferers’=J suffers under societal expectations. Repressing his desire to sin=suffering. Guilt of actions as H=suffering. 

Evil side taking control=suffering. Denying innate capacity for transgression=suffering.

The animal within me Atavism/fears of evolution-humans are similar to animals

this brief condescension to evil finally destroyed the 

balance of my soul’

Temptation leads to further damage. repressing sin ‘brief condescension’ avoids moral depravity.

Men have before hired bravos to transact their crimes, 

while their own person and reputation sat under shelter

Secrecy/reputation. Public behavior is a veneer/act. H is a ‘bravos’ and a ‘thick cloak’ to ‘shelter’ J from judgment and 

criticism

Secret pleasures Perhaps he only initially wanted to indulge in transgressions like drinking/prostitution not murder

Chapter 10: Henry Jekyll’s Full Statement of the Case

Year 10– Lent Term- ENGLISH – JEKYLL AND HYDE Learning – loving – living 
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Year 10 Foundation – Lent term – Mathematics – Pythagoras’ Theorem & Trigonometry Learning – loving – living 
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Year 10 Higher – Lent term – Mathematics – Roundng, Bounds, Indices & Surds 

A surd is an irrational number expressed as the root of a natural 

number. 

E.g. 5 or 3 2

Learning – loving – living 
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Year 10 Higher – Lent term – Mathematics – Indices and Standard Form Learning – loving – living 
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1. Metal oxides

2. The reactivity series

3. Extraction of metals and reduction

Unreactive metals, such as gold, are found in the 
Earth as the metal itself. They can be mined from 
the ground. 

Metals form 
positive ions 
when they 

react

The reactivity of a 
metal is related to its 

tendency to form 
positive ions

The reactivity series arranges
metals in order of their reactivity 
(their tendency to form positive 
ions). 

Carbon and 
hydrogen

Carbon and hydrogen
are non-metals but 
are included in the 

reactivity series

These two non-metals are 
included in the reactivity series 
as they can be used to extract 
some metals from their ores, 
depending on their reactivity.

Displacement

A more reactive
metal can displace a 
less reactive metal 
from a compound.

Silver nitrate + Sodium chloride 


Sodium nitrate + Silver chloride

Metals and 
oxygen

Metals react with 
oxygen to form metal 

oxides

magnesium + oxygen  magnesium oxide
2Mg       +    O2  2MgO

Reduction

This is when oxygen is 
removed from a 

compound during a 
reaction

e.g. metal oxides reacting with hydrogen, 
extracting low reactivity metals

Oxidation
This is when oxygen is 
gained by a compound 

during a reaction

e.g. metals reacting with oxygen, rusting of 
iron

Extraction using carbon

Metals less reactive 
than carbon can be 
extracted from their 
oxides by reduction.

For example:
zinc oxide + carbon  zinc + carbon 

dioxide

Ionic half equations (HT only)

For 
displacem

ent 
reactions

Ionic half 
equations 
show what 
happens to 
each of the 
reactants 

during 
reactions

For example:
The ionic equation for the 
reaction between iron and 

copper (II) ions is:
Fe + Cu2+ 

 Fe2+ + Cu

The half-equation for iron (II) is:
Fe  Fe2+ + 2e-

The half-equation for copper (II) 
ions is:

Cu2+ + 2e-
 Cu

4. Oxidation and 
reduction

Oxidation and reduction in terms 
of electrons (HT ONLY)

Oxidation Is Loss (of electrons) 
Reduction Is Gain (of electrons)

Reactions with water Reactions with acid

Group 1 
metals

Reactions get more 
vigorous as you go 

down the group

Reactions get more 
vigorous as you go 

down the group

Group 2 
metals

Do not react with 
water

Observable reactions 
include fizzing and 

temperature 
increases

Zinc, iron and 
copper

Do not react with 
water

Zinc and iron react 
slowly with acid. 

Copper does not react 
with acid.

Year 10–Lent  term – chemistry- Chemical Changes Learning – loving – living 
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5. Reactions of 
acids and metals

HT ONLY: Reactions between metals and acids are redox 
reactions as the metal donates electrons to the hydrogen 
ions. This displaces hydrogen as a gas while the metal ions 
are left in the solution. 

Reactions 
with acids

metal + acid 
metal salt + hydrogen

magnesium + hydrochloric acid  magnesium chloride + 
hydrogen

zinc + sulfuric acid  zinc sulfate + hydrogen

6. Neutralisation 
of acids and salt 

production

sodium hydroxide + hydrochloric acid 
sodium chloride + water

calcium carbonate + sulfuric acid  calcium 
sulfate, + carbon dioxide + water

Neutralisation

Acids can be 
neutralised 
by alkalis 
and bases

An alkali is a soluble base e.g. metal 
hydroxide. 
A base is a substance that neutralises 
an acid e.g. a soluble metal hydroxide 
or a metal oxide.

Acid name Salt name

Hydrochloric acid Chloride

Sulfuric acid Sulfate

Nitric acid Nitrate

Soluble salts

Soluble salts can be made from 
reacting acids with solid insoluble 

substances (e.g. metals, metal oxides, 
hydroxides and carbonates).

Production of 
soluble salts

Add the solid to the acid until no more 
dissolves. Filter off excess solid and 

then crystallise to produce solid salts. 

6. Soluble salts

7. The pH scale and 
neutralisation

Acids
Acids produce hydrogen ions

(H+) in aqueous solutions.

Alkalis
Aqueous solutions of alkalis 

contain hydroxide ions (OH-).

You can use universal 
indicator or a pH probe to 
measure the acidity or 
alkalinity of a solution 
against the pH scale.

In neutralisation reactions, hydrogen ions 
react with hydroxide ions to produce water:

H+ + OH-
 H2O

Year 10–Lent  term – chemistry- Chemical Changes Learning – loving – living 
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8. Titrations (Chemistry 
only)

Titrations are used to work out 
the precise volumes of acid and 
alkali solutions that react with 
each other.

Calculating the chemical 
quantities in titrations 

involving concentrations in 
mol/dm3 and in g/dm3

(HT ONLY):
2NaOH(aq) + H2SO4(aq)→ 

Na2S04(aq) + 2H2O(l)

It takes 12.20cm3 of sulfuric 
acid to neutralise 24.00cm3 

of sodium hydroxide 
solution, which has a 

concentration of 
0.50mol/dm3.

Calculate the concentration 
of the sulfuric acid in g/dm3

0.5 mol/dm3 x (24/1000) 
dm3 = 0.012 mol of NaOH

The equation shows that 2 mol of 
NaOH reacts with 1 mol of H2SO4, so 
the number of moles in 12.20cm3 of 

sulfuric acid  is (0.012/2) = 0.006 
mol of sulfuric acid

Calculate the concentration of 
sulfuric acid in mol/ dm3

0.006 mol x (1000/12.2) dm3 

=0.49mol/dm3

Calculate the concentration of 
sulfuric acid in g/ dm3

H2SO4 = (2x1) + 32 + (4x16) = 98g
0.49 x 98g = 48.2g/dm3

1. Use the pipette to add 25 cm3 of alkali to a conical 
flask and add a few drops of indicator.

2.  Fill the burette with acid and note the starting 
volume.  Slowly add the acid from the burette to the 

alkali in the conical flask, swirling to mix.

3.  Stop adding the acid when the end-point is reached 
(the appropriate colour change in the indicator 

happens). Note the final volume reading.  Repeat steps 
1 to 3 until you get consistent readings.

9. Strong and weak acids (HT ONLY)

Strong acids
Completely ionised in aqueous solutions e.g. 

hydrochloric, nitric and sulfuric acids.

Weak acids
Only partially ionised in aqueous solutions e.g. 

ethanoic acid, citric acid.

Hydrogen ion 
concentration

As the pH decreases by one unit (becoming a 
stronger acid), the hydrogen ion concentration 

increases by a factor of 10. 

10. Electrolysis

+_

+
-

-

-
-

-

+
+

+

+

Molten	lead	(II)	
bromide

Bromide	ions	Br	-
Lead	ions	Pb +

At the 
negative 
electrode

Metal will be produced on the 
electrode if it is less reactive than 

hydrogen. 
Hydrogen will be produced if the 

metal is more reactive than 
hydrogen.

At the 
positive 

electrode

Oxygen  is formed at positive 
electrode. If you have a halide 
ion (Cl-, I-, Br-) then you will get 

chlorine, bromine or iodine 
formed at that electrode. 

The ions discharged when an aqueous solution 
is electrolysed using inert electrodes depend 

on the relative reactivity of the elements 
involved.

Process of 
electrolysis

Splitting 
up using 

electricity

When an ionic compound is melted or 
dissolved in water, the ions are free to move.  
These are then able to conduct electricity and 

are called electrolytes. Passing an electric 
current though electrolytes causes the ions to 

move to the electrodes.

Electrode
Anode

Cathode
The positive electrode is called the anode.

The negative electrode is called the cathode.

Where do 
the ions 

go?

Cations
Anions

Cations are positive ions and they move to 
the negative cathode.

Anions are negative ions and they move to 
the positive anode.

Higher tier: You can display what is happening 
at each electrode using half-equations:
At the cathode:   Pb2+ + 2e-

 Pb
At the anode:   2Br-

 Br2 + 2e-
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Metals can be extracted from molten 
compounds using electrolysis. 

This process is used when the metal is 
too reactive to be extracted by 

reduction with carbon. 

The process is expensive due to large 
amounts of energy needed to produce 

the electrical current.
Example: aluminium is extracted in this 

way.

Year 10–Lent  term – chemistry- Chemical Changes Learning – loving – living 
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Number Key term Definition

1 Fieldwork The process of investigation to find an 
answer to a question.

2 Enquiry The process of investigation to find an 
awswer to a question.

3 Primary Data Fieldwork data which you collected 
yourself (or as part of group) which are 
first hand information.

4 Secondary 
Data

Data that has been collected by 
someone else. They are important for 
giving background information and 
context to your enquiry.

5 Census The census is a once-in-a-decade 
survey that gives us the most accurate 
estimate of all the people and 
households in England and Wales. It is 
produced by the Office for National 
Statistics

6 ONS The office for national statistics

7 IMD Index of multiple deprivation.

8 Sample size This is how many measurements you 
will take.

Number Key term Definition

9 Survey
locations/site
s

Where the data will be collected.

10 Accuracy How accurate your data is.

11 Quantitative
data.

Numerical data

12 Random
sampling

Where samples are chosen fairly 
randomly, and every person in the 
questionnaires, for example, has equal 
chance of being selected.

13 Systematic 
sampling.

A system is used to work out how to 
collect data. For example, every 20 
meters or paces along a road to record 
land use.

14 Stratified. Collecting a sample that is made up of 
different parts; for example, 
deliberately selecting samples of 
different people within the town/city 
so you include the whole range of 
people found there.

15 Qualitative Data that includes techniques that 
don’t involve numbers or counting.

16 Continuous 
Data

Shows change along a line of study.

17 Categories Show classification of data.

Year 10 –Lent term – Geography - Urban Fieldwork and write-up Learning – loving – living 
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Number Key term Definition

18 Aerial photos Photos taken from above

19 GIS Geographic Information System i.e. 
Google Maps

20 Cartographic Maps

21 Annotated
Photographs

Photographs with written descriptions 
on them,

22 Anomalies Unusual data/ doesn’t fit the trend.

23 Mean The average value in the data

24 Median To find the median you need to order 
the data and then find the middle 
value. This divides the data into two 
halves

25 Mode The number that appears most 
frequently in a data set.

26 Range The difference between the highest
and lowest values

27 Quartiles Dividing a list of numbers into four 
equal groups- two above and two 
below the median.

Number Key term Definition

28 Primary
Methods 

The techniques you/ your group used.

29 Secondary 
methods

How did you decide what secondary 
data to use and how did you decide 
what not to use.

30 Data 
representatio
n

How you represent your data i.e. 
different types of graphs, annotated 
photographs, field sketches etc.

31 Analysis What patterns can you identify from 
data and why might those patterns 
exist?

32 Evaluation What went well with your fieldwork 
and what could have gone better/ you 
do better if you had more time and 
resources.

33 Transect A transect is a line following a route 
along which a survey or observations 
are made

34 Social Media Social media is an excellent source to 
use to find the opinions of people 
about your area- Blogs, Instagram, 
Twitter etc.

35 New Media Newspapers and online news especially 
local newspapers like the News 
Shopper can give a good local 
perspectives on events/issues/peoples’ 
opinions.

Year 10 –Lent term – Geography - Urban Fieldwork and write-up Learning – loving – living 
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Context

1 There was much religious change under the Tudors and 

Elizabeth had to find a way of dealing with these issues. Many 

people objected to Elizabeth’s coronation in 1558 and she 

faced questions over her legitimacy, with many preferring 

Mary Queen of Scots, and whether a woman could rule 

effectively. 

Key events

2 1532 Start of the English Reformation.

3 1556-58 Dutch Revolt against Spanish. 

4 1558 Elizabeth’s accession.

5 1559 Mary Queen of Scots became Queen of France.

6 1559 Treaty of Cateau-Cambresis – England had to return 

Calais to France.

7 1559 Religious Settlement and visitations commenced.

8 1556 Pope issued an instruction that English Catholics should 

not attend Church of England services. 

9 1560 Elizabeth helped Scottish Protestant lords defeat Mary of 

Guise. Treaty of Edinburgh.

10 1562 Religious war in France.

11 1563 Philip II banned import of English cloth into Netherlands.

12 1567 Elizabeth allows Dutch Sea Beggars to shelter in English 

harbours. 

13 1568 Genoese Loan

14 1568 Mary Queen of Scots fled to Scotland and then arrives in 

England.

15 1569 Revolt of the Northern Earls,

Key Concepts

16 Society and Government was very structured and hierarchical. 

The monarch had much power. 

17 Elizabeth’s accession caused controversy as her gender, 

legitimacy and religion were questioned. 

18 Religion – Elizabeth imposed her Religious Settlement but this 

upset many English and foreign Catholics and some wanted 

Mary Queen of Scots to replace Elizabeth. 

19 Financial problems – When Elizabeth took the throne the 

Crown was £300,000 in debt. 

20 Foreign powers opposed to Protestantism remained an issue 

for Elizabeth, especially Scotland, France and Spain. 

Key Words

20 Nobility Belonging to the aristocracy. Those who 

held a title 

21 Gentry People of a high social class.

22 Yeomen Men who held a small amount of land or an 

estate.

23 Tenant farmers Farmed rented land usually owned by 

yeomen or gentry. 

24 Merchants Traders. 

25 Professionals Lawyers and doctors. 

26 Craftsmen Skilled employees.

27 Extraordinary 

taxation 

Occasional, additional taxation to pay for 

unexpected expenses, especially war. 

28 Militia A military force of ordinary people, rather 

than soldiers, raised in an emergency.

29 Privy council Advisors to Elizabeth.

30 Justices of the 

Peace

Large landowners who kept law and order. 

31 Patronage To provide someone with an important job 

or position. 

32 Secretary of 

State

Elizabeth’s most important Privy 

Counsellor. 

33 Crown Refers to the monarch and their 

government. 

34 Divine Right Belief that the monarch’s right to rule came 

from God. 

35 Royal 

Prerogative

Elizabeth could insist that Parliament did 

not talk about certain issues. 

36 Succession The issue of who was going to succeed the 

throne after the existing monarch died. 

37 Legitimate Being born in wedlock when the existing 

king and queen were married. 

38 Customs duties Taxes from trade. 

39 Auld Alliance A Friendship between France and Scotland.

40 Puritans Radical Protestants.

41 Ecclesiastical An adjective used to describe things to do with the 

Church.

42 Act of Supremacy Made Elizabeth supreme governor of the Church of 

England. 

43 Act of Uniformity Established the appearance of churches and the 

form of services they held.

44 Royal Injunctions A set of instructions to reinforce the acts of 

Supremacy and Uniformity. 

45 Recusants Catholics who were unwilling to attend church 

services laid down by the Elizabethan religious 

settlement. 

46 Visitations Inspections of churches and clergy by bishops to 

ensure that the Act of Supremacy was being 

followed. 

47 Papacy The system of church government ruled by the Pope. 

48 Heretics People who refused to follow the religion of the monarch. 

49 Martyr Someone who dies for their religious beliefs. 

50 Counter 

Reformation

The campaign against Protestantism. 

51 Philip II Catholic King of Spain.

52 Trade embargo When governments ban trade with another country. 

53 Excommunicated Expulsion from the Catholic Church. 

54 Sea Beggars Dutch rebels who fled to the water. 

55 Genoese Loan When Elizabeth took gold loaned to Philip II by the bankers 

of Genoa. 

Early Challenges

56 Legitimacy- Her father Henry VIII divorced his first wife without 
permission of the Pope. This meant his marriage to Elizabeth’s 
mother Anne Boleyn was invalid. This meant Elizabeth was 
illegitimate.

57 Marriage- Elizabeth was expected to marry quickly because 
women were thought not strong enough to rule alone, she would 
need a husband to help control the nobles and she needed to 
produce an heir to provide stability after she died.

58 Invasion- Danger of invasion from powerful foreign countries…
•France–England was already at war with Catholic France. France 
had close ties with Mary, Queen of Scots.
•Scotland, •Spain –Wealthy & powerful, strongly Catholic.  
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Challenges to Elizabeth at Home and Abroad 1569-88

1 Elizabeth faced many serious threats both within England and from aboard. 

Many still wanted Mary Queen of Scots on the throne. Philip II of Spain also 

wanted to remove Elizabeth from the throne. Spain and England were religious 

and political rivals. There was particular tension when Drake tried to challenge 

Spanish dominance in the New World. 

Key events

2 1492 Discovery of the New World

3 1567 Spanish travel to Netherlands to crush Protestant revolt. 

4 1568 Mary Queen of Scots arrives in England

5 1569 Revolt of the Northern Earls

6 1570 Elizabeth excommunicated

7 1571 The Ridolfi Plot

8 1572 Elizabeth hired Drake as a privateer

9 1576 Spanish Fury and Pacification of Ghent

10 1577-80 Drake circumnavigated the globe. 

11 1583 Throckmorton Plot

12 1584 Treaty of Joinville

13 1585 Act of Preservation of the Queen's Safety/Treaty of Nonsuch

14 1586 Babington Plot

15 1587 Mary Queen of Scots executed

16 1587 Attack on Cadiz

17 1588 Spanish Armada

31 Conspiracy A secret plan with the aim of doing something illegal. 

32 Papal Bull A written order by the Pope. 

33 Council of the North Used to implement Elizabeth’s laws and authority in the North of 

England. 

34 Ridolfi Plot Plan to murder Elizabeth, launch a Spanish attack and put Mary 

Queen of Scots on the throne. 

35 Priest holes Secret hiding places for Catholic priests. 

36 Hanged, drawn and

quartered

A type of punishment used when the accused was found guilty of 

high treason. The accused would be hanged until near dead, cut 

open, have their intestines removed and were finally chopped into 

four pieces.

37 Throckmorton Plot Plan for the French Duke of Guise to invade England, free Mary , 

overthrow Elizabeth and restore Catholicism in England. 

Key Words

21 New World North and South America.

22 Revolt of the Northern Earls When northern earls encouraged Catholics to rebel.

23 Ann Percy Wife of Thomas Percy.

24 Jane Neville Wife of James Neville and Duke of Norfolk’s sister. 

25 Mary Queen of Scots Supported the plan to marry the Duke of Norfolk.

26 Thomas Howard, Duke of 

Norfolk

One of England’s most senior nobles and a Protestant.

27 Charles Neville, Earl of 

Westmorland

Duke of Norfolk’s brother in law and from an important 

Catholic family.

28 Thomas Percy, Earl of 

Northumberland

Had been important under previous monarchs, but as a 

Catholic he had been side-lined. 

29 James Pilkington Appointed Archbishop of Durham.

30 Civil War A war between people in the same country.

38 Sir Francis Walsingham Elizabeth’s Secretary of State.

39 Babington Plot The Duke of Guise would invade England and put Mary on the 

throne. 

40 Act of Preservation of the 

Queen's Safety

In the event of Elizabeth’s assassination, Mary would be banned 

from the succession.

41 Agents provocateurs Agents who become part of groups suspected of wrongdoing and 

encourage other members to break the law so that potential 

threats can be identified and arrested. 

42 Foreign Policy The aims or objectives that guide a nation’s relations with other 

states. 

43 Privateer Individuals with their own armed ships that capture other ships for 

their cargo, often with the support and authorisation of the 

government. 

44 Francis Drake Elizabeth hired him as a privateer. 

45 Circumnavigate To travel all the way around the world. 

46 Autonomy The right to self government, so people of one country can manage 

its own affairs.

47 Spanish Fury The Spanish rampaged through Dutch provinces as they left.

48 Pacification of Ghent Spanish troops expelled from Netherlands, political autonomy to be 

returned and end of religious persecution. 

49 Mercenary A soldier who fights for money rather than a nation or a cause. 

50 Treaty of Joinville The King of France and the King of Spain became allies against 

Protestantism. 

51 Treaty of Nonsuch Effectively put England and Spain at war. 

52 Singeing of the King of 

Spain’s beard

Drake sailed into Cadiz harbour, Spain’s most important Atlantic 

port, and over 3 days destroyed 30 ships.

53 Tilbury Speech Elizabeth’s famous speech to her troops before the Armada. 
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Elizabethan Society in the Age of Exploration 1558-88

1 Elizabeth’s I’s reign was a time of expansion with growth in many different areas of 

society and life. 

Key events

2 1563 Statute of Artificers

3 1570 Norwich Survey

4 1572 Vagabonds Act

5 1576 Poor Relief Act

6 1580 Drake returns from circumnavigating the globe with spices, treasure and tales 
of Nova Albion. 

7 1584 Raleigh begins planning new colonisation attempt by sending a fact finding 
mission to Virginia. 

8 1585 Colonists set sail for North America and begin the English colonisation of 
Virginia. 

9 1586 Surviving colonists abandon Virginia and return to England

10 1587 New group of colonists arrive in Virginia and establish colony at Roanoke

11 1590 English sailors arrive at Roanoke only to find it abandoned

Key Concepts

12 Education – Expanded during Elizabeth’s reign but it was expensive and mostly for 

boys. The large majority of people were illiterate.

13 Pastimes – Theatre thrived. Elizabethan leisure was similar to modern day but sport 

was much more violent. 

14 Population Growth – During the reign of Elizabeth, population grew by as much as 

35%. Food prices rose, wages fell and enclosure brought problems.  The urban poor 

grew and poverty was a real problem. 

15 Exploration by Drake led to conflict with Spain over the New World. 

16 Attitudes – Unemployment was recognised as a genuine issue. 

17 Poverty was an issue that Elizabeth wanted to address. 

22 Apprentice Someone learning a trade or a skill. 

23 Petty schools Set up in a teacher’s home. For boys. 

24 Dame schools Set up in a teacher’s home. For girls. 

25 Pastimes Activities for leisure.

26 Mystery plays Plays base on the Bible and saints’ stories. 

27 Globe Shakespeare’s theatre.

28 Alms Charity

29 Poor relief Financial help. 

30 Itinerants People who had moved from their home parishes looking for 

work.

31 Enclosure The process of replacing large, open fields that were farmed by 

villages with individual fields belonging to one person. 

32 Rural depopulation When the population of the countryside falls as people move 

away in search of a better life. 

33 Subsistence farming Growing just enough to feed the family bit not to sell. 

34 Vagabonds Homeless people without jobs who roamed the countryside 

begging for money or perhaps committing crimes in order to 

survive. 

35 Economic recession When a fall in demand leads to falling prices and businesses 

losing money. 

Key Words

18 Social mobility Being able to change your position in society.

19 Humanists Believed that learning was important in its own right and 

not for just practical reasons. 

20 Grammar schools Private schools set up for boys considered bright who 

largely came from well off families in towns. 

21 Corporal punishment Punishment which causes physical pain. 

36 Deserving poor People unable to work because of illness or old age.

37 Idle poor People who were fit to work but didn’t. 

38 Triangular trade Route from Europe to Africa to the Americas.

39 Quadrant/ Astrolabe Used by sailors to help with navigation at sea. 

40 Cartographer Map maker. 

41 Galleons Ships that were much larger than traditional trading ships.

42 Colonies Land under the control or influence of another country. 

43 Monopoly When one person or company controls the supply of 

something.

44 Nova Albion Region named by Drake, probably north of modern day San 

Francisco.

45 Walter Raleigh Explorer who encouraged colonists to Virginia. 

46 Barter To exchange goods for other goods. 

47 Manteo and Wanchese Two native American Indians who came back to England. 

48 Native Americans People who lived in the New World before the colonists. 
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Year 10 – Lent Term- religious education – Religion and family life [Christian ETHICS]

Key Words

Adultery Having sex with someone who is 

not your husband or wife, 

outside of marriage

Artificial 

Contraception
Methods of preventing 

pregnancy e.g. condoms, the 

pill, the coil

Cohabitation Living and starting a family with 

someone who you are not 

married to

Divorce The legal ending of a marriage

Family 

Planning

Using a woman’s natural cycle 

of fertility to try and avoid 

pregnancy

Gender 

Discrimination
Acting against people based on 

their gender

Gender 

Prejudice

Holding biased opinions about 

people based on their gender

Heterosexual Sexual attraction to the 

opposite gender

Homosexual Sexual attraction to the same 

gender

Marriage A legal and religious ceremony 

joining two people together in 

love

Procreation Bringing babies into the world

Remarriage Marrying someone else after 

divorce



Input
Decision 
Making

Output

Feedback

The Information Processing Model

 You will need to be able to draw this model giving an 
example from sport

SPECIFIC – Specific to the demands of the sport/muscles 
used/movements involved.

MEASUREABLE– It must be possible to measure whether 
it has been achieved.

ACCEPTED – It must be accepted or agreed by the 
performer and the performer’s coach.

REALISTIC – It must be actually possible to complete the 
goal, that the person is physically and mentally capable.

TIME-BOUND– It must be set over a fixed amount of 
time

SMART Targets
What targets could you set yourself? 

Activity Direct or Indirect?

A tennis player smashes a return

A sailor cuts across an opponent’s sailing line

A netball player deliberately sticks her elbows out 
to catch an opponent’s face

A hockey player tackles an opponent, swiping legs 
with their stick

A football player tackles a player makes contact 
with the ball and wins possession.

A rugby player tackles another player off the pitch 
at knee height. 

Types of Aggression
Types of aggression – Think about situations in sport that would 

be either direct or indirect?

Direct aggression – where there is physical contact between performers. 
They deliberately inflict harm upon the opponent. 

E.g. a high tackle in rugby, a boxer punching opponent below the belt.

Indirect aggression – does not involve physical contact. The aggressive act 
is taken out on an object to gain an advantage over an opponent. They act 
WITHIN the rules of the game.

E.g. smashing a badminton shuttle very hard, Serving a fast forehand 
return in tennis. 
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The Inverted u theory

Can you describe the relationship between arousal and 
performance?

Key Words for Paper 2 – Can you define these words?

Arousal        Complex skill        Performance goals      SMART targets  

Visual guidance         Verbal guidance        Knowledge of results  

Mental Rehearsal        Visualisation,      Aggression       Positive self-talk

Extrinsic motivation          Feedback Information processing model  

Fine and gross skills determine the level of arousal needed to 
perform that skill well. 
Q) List as many sports as you can on the scale of arousal.

Activity
Direct or Indirect?
A tennis player smashes a return
A sailor cuts across an opponent’s sailing line
A netball player deliberately sticks her elbows out to catch an 
opponent’s face
A hockey player tackles an opponent, swiping legs with their 
stick
A football player tackles a player makes contact with the ball 
and wins possession.
A rugby player tackles another player off the pitch at knee 
height. 
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LO1: Know the personal qualities, styles, roles and 
responsibilities associated with effective sports leadership

1. What is leadership? It can be defined as the action of leading a group of 
people. However, being a leader has distinctive requirements. Leaders hold 
responsibility and respect and have followers who they can influence.

2. Different leadership roles:
• Captains: Help to make decisions for their team and influence and motivate

those around them.
• Managers: Help to manage the processes and procedures, tactics and

strategies that a team or sports performer uses.
• Teachers: Are in apposition of authority and subsequently have the

opportunity to lead and guide those they are teaching.
• Coaches: Influence those who they coach. Their leadership role is to guide

and help performers in order to eradicate weaknesses and maximize
strengths.

• Expedition leaders: Influence those in the expedition and often need to help
others to lead and to take on responsibilities.

• Role models: They can be positive or negative. However, there is a general
belief that sportspeople should act as positive role models to the general
public, leading and guiding other sports performers in how to conduct
themselves.

3. Role-related responsibilities: 
• Knowledge of activity - Any sporting leader must fully understand the activity 

and know the rules so that can enforce the rules during play. 
• Enthusiasm for activity - A sports leader has to show an appropriate amount 

of motivation and enthusiasm for the activity they are leading. 
• Knowledge of safety - The prime concern of anyone in a position of 

responsibility should be the safety of those involved
• Knowledge of child protection issues - Safeguarding, or protecting children 

from harm, is a major consideration for any sporting leader.
• Knowledge of basic first aid - Sports Leaders have often attended first aid 

awareness training to enable them to use basic first aid in the event someone 
getting injured.

LO2: Be able to plan sports activity session

1. Things to consider when planning your session:
• Who are you going to teach? (year 4, year 5, year 6, year 7)
• What are you going to teach them? (Sport, skill, what game?)
• When are you planning to teach your session? (Date, time)
• Where are you going to teach? (i.e. sports hall, field, gym)
• Why are you planning? (To help you when put your leadership skills into practice and to make

sure the session goes well)
• How are you going to break up the session? (Warm up, main activity x2, cool down)

4. Personal qualities that relate to leadership roles: Sports Leaders must be
punctual for training and reliable in attendance. They must be able to
communicate with the people they are leading and be fair to everyone. They
must have the confidence to instruct and the charisma or charm to persuade
and motivate. Sports leaders must be creative when designing sessions for their
group and knowledgeable about the activity, its skills, techniques and specific
requirements.

5. Leadership Styles:
Democratic - Leaders consult the group when they make decisions.
Autocratic - Leaders do not value opinions of others. They do not ask for
opinions or welcome suggestions. They are the sole leader and therefore make
all decisions.
Leissez-faire - It is a leadership style which the leader does not intervene and
allows the activity to follow its own, natural course.

2. Safety considerations when planning sports activities:
• Risk assessments (e.g. facilities, equipment/clothing checks, activity-specific 

risks)
• Corrective action (e.g. wiping up puddles, removing litter, reporting faulty 

equipment) 
• Emergency procedures  (e.g. procedures in the event of an accident, 

procedures in the event of other emergencies, summoning qualified help, 
completion of relevant documents).
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1 Algorithms understand what an algorithm is, what algorithms 

are used

for and be able to interpret algorithms (flowcharts,

pseudo code, written descriptions, program code)

2 Flowcharts understand how to create an algorithm to solve a 

particular problem, making use of programming 

constructs

(sequence, selection, iteration) and using 

appropriate conventions (flowchart, pseudo code, 

written description,

draft program code)

3 Pseudo code understand the purpose of a given algorithm and 

how an

algorithm works

4 Interpreting 

Algorithms

understand how to determine the correct output of 

an

algorithm for a given set of data

5 Errors in 

algorithms

understand how to code an algorithm in a high-

level

language

6 understand how the choice of algorithm is 

influenced by the data structures and data values 

that need to be manipulated

7 Programming be able to write programs in a high-level 

programming

language

8 Python understand the benefit of producing programs that 

are easy to read and be able to use techniques 

(comments, descriptive names (variables, 

constants, subprograms),

indentation) to improve readability and to explain 

how the code works

9 Errors in code be able to differentiate between types of error in 

programs (logic, syntax, runtime)

10 Trace Table be able to determine what value a variable will hold 
at a given point in a program (trace table)

def hello(name):
print("Hello " + name + " nice to meet you")

hello("Alice")
hello("Bob")
hello("Sue")
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Binary logic
- Why binary? (transistors) Computers use binary - the digits 0 

and 1 - to store data. ... The circuits in a computer's processor 
are made up of billions of transistors . A transistor is a tiny 
switch that is activated by the electronic signals it receives. 
The digits 1 and 0 used in binary reflect the on and off states 
of a transistor.

Memory: Find out the purpose
Effect on Performance of 
Random Access Memory (RAM) (Volatile) 

Faster RAM can improve communication 
speed with the processor and decrease load 
times.

Read Only Memory (ROM)(Non-volatile) 
Increasing the amount of ROM in a system 
could reduce the amount of a program that is 
installed on a slower disk or other external 
memory device. It could also be used to store 
lookup tables that might otherwise be 
created in RAM which can slow down a 
program's execution.

Virtual memory: The operating system makes part 
of the storage drive available to use as RAM. 
... It copies the data back into RAM when the 
process is needed again. Using virtual 
memory slows the computer down because 
copying to a hard disk takes much longer than 
reading and writing RAM.

Flash memory: Flash memory, also known as flash 
storage, is a type of nonvolatile memory that 
erases data in units called blocks and rewrites 
data at the byte level. Flash memory is widely 
used for storage and data transfer in 
consumer devices, enterprise systems and 
industrial applications. Flash memory retains 
data for an extended period of time, 
regardless of whether a flash-equipped 
device is powered on or off.

Read/Write operations: Write caching lets 
your computer store data in a cache before it 
is written to the hard drive. Because 
a computer can write data to a cache much 
more quickly than to a hard drive, the 
overall read/write performance of the hard 
drive is improved. Remember, however, that 
data in a cache is only temporary.

Central processing unit (CPU) – what are the following?

Arithmetic & logic unit: An arithmetic-logic unit (ALU) is 
the part of a computer processor (CPU) that carries out 
arithmetic and logic operations on the operands in 
computer instruction words. In some processors, the 
ALU is divided into two units, an arithmetic unit (AU) and 
a logic unit (LU).

Control Unit (CU): A control unit (CU) handles 
all processor control signals. It directs all input and 
output flow, fetches code for instructions from micro-
programs and directs other units and models by 
providing control and timing signals. A CU component is 
considered the processor brain because it issues orders 
to just about everything and ensures correct instruction 
execution.
Registers (Memory Unit): A register may hold 
an instruction, a storage address, or any kind of data 
(such as a bit sequence or individual characters). Some 
instructions specify registers as part of the instruction. 
For example, an instruction may specify that the 
contents of two defined registers be added together and 
then placed in a specified register.

Fetch-Decode-Execute: The fetch execute cycle is the 
basic operation (instruction) cycle of a computer (also 
known as the fetch decode execute cycle).
During the fetch execute cycle, the computer retrieves a 
program instruction from its memory. It then 
establishes and carries out the actions that are required 
for that instruction.
The cycle of fetching, decoding, and executing an 
instruction is continually repeated by the CPU whilst the 
computer is turned on.
Buses and their Purposes: The CPU sits on the 
motherboard (also called the logic board). Buses are 
circuits on the motherboard that connect the CPU to 
other components. There are many buses on the 
motherboard. A bus moves instructions and data around 
the system.
The Boot Sequence: Boot sequence is the order in which 

a computer searches for nonvolatile data storage devices 

containing program code to load the operating system 

(OS).

Features affecting performance:: Clock speed (MHz, GHz)

A PC clock speed is normally in the gigahertz region. That is a billion 
cycles per second. Typical speeds are two to four gigahertz. The 
faster the clock speed, the faster the instructions can be processed 
by the processor.
Cache Memory
Cache plays the greatest part in improving the performance of the 
processors. The larger the cache size, the faster the data transfer 
and the better the CPU performance.
Multiple cores
This means that a processor can be up to two or four times faster 
than a normal processor . However the actual speed of 
the processor is dependent on the software that's being run. 
Not all software will take advantage of the quad and dual cores.

https://searchstorage.techtarget.com/definition/nonvolatile-memory
https://searchsqlserver.techtarget.com/definition/block
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/processor
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/processor
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/operand
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/instruction
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/word
https://whatis.techtarget.com/definition/instruction
https://www.computerscience.gcse.guru/glossary/fetch-execute-cycle
https://www.computerscience.gcse.guru/glossary/central-processing-unit
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Hardware: research 
and list examples of 
the following;
Input devices (moves 
data in)
Keyboard, Mouse, 
Touch screen
Microphone, Camera, 
Sensor
Bar code scanner, Foot 
mouse, Accelerometer, 
GPS, Braille keyboard
Process devices
Storage devices List 
them for primary and 
secondary storage 
devices:

Output devices (moves 
data out) Monitor, 
Printer, Plotter, 
Speakers, Actuators, 
LEDs

Programming Software

Editors / IDEs
Text editors and integrated development environments (IDEs) are applications for writing 
code.
Translators
Computers only understand machine code (binary), this is an issue because programmers 
prefer to use a variety of high and low-level programming languages instead. To get around 
the issue, the high-level and low-level program code (source code) needs to pass through 
a translator. A translator will convert the source code into machine code (object code). 
There are several types of translator programs, each able to perform different tasks.
Compiler
Compilers are used to translate a program written in a high-level language into machine 
code (object code). Once compiled (all in one go), the translated program file can then be 
directly used by the computer and is independently executable.
Interpreter
Interpreters read, translate and execute one statement at a time from high-
level language source code.
An interpreter stops when a line of code is reached that contains an error.
Assembler
An assembler is a type of computer program that interprets software programs written in 
assembly language into machine language, code and instructions that can be executed by a 
computer.
Pros and Cons of different Translators
Here are some advantages of the Compiler: The whole program is validated so there are no 
system errors. The executable file is enhanced by the compiler, so it runs faster. User do 
not have to run the program on the same machine it was created.

Security
Malware (malicious software (viruses) malicious Software refers to any malicious program that causes harm to a computer system or network. Malicious Malware Software attacks a 
computer or network in the form of viruses, worms, Trojans, spyware, adware or rootkits.
Patching: Patch (computing) ... A patch is a set of changes to a computer program or its supporting data designed to update, fix, or improve it. This includes fixing security 
vulnerabilities and other bugs, with such patches usually being called bug fixes or bug fixes, and improving the functionality, usability or performance.
Authentication: Authentication. In computing, authentication is the process of verifying the identity of a person or device. A common example is entering a username and password 
when you log in to a website.
Access Levels: In computer science and computer programming, access level denotes the set of permissions or restrictions provided to a data type. ... The two most common access 
levels are public and private, which denote, respectively; permission across the entire program scope, or permission only within the corresponding class.
Encryption: Encryption is used to scramble information so that it can be sent safely without anyone else being able to read it. The information is encrypted with a password or key that 
is needed to read the information again. If you visit a website on the internet that starts with 'https://' then this means that all of the information you are looking at or sending is being 
securely encrypted. Sign of encryption is Secure socket layer. It is important when transmitting data over a network that it is kept secure. Encryption encodes data so that only those 
who have the encryption key or password can decrypt it.
Caesar cipher: The Caesar cipher is one of the earliest known and simplest ciphers. It is a type of substitution cipher in which each letter in the text is 'shifted' a certain number of 
places down the alphabet. For example, with a shift of 1, A would be replaced by B, B would become C, and so on. The method is named after Julius Caesar, who apparently used it to 
communicate with his generals.
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Features  

elody · Syllabic throughout with rhythms moving in a speech-like manner.   

· Vocalisation at the end in bar 175 to the word ‘aah’.   

· Conjunct/stepwise start; verse & chorus combine conjunct & wide angular leaps. Leaps often feature rising perfect fifth. Some exceptionally 
large leaps such as a compound perfect fourth and a compound perfect fifth.  

· Ascending sequence in b.6&7. 

· Leitmotif developed to form much melodic & accompanying material. 

1- Syllabic - when one note is sung per 
syllable. 

2- Vocalisation - wordless singing using a 
vowel syllable such as ‘ah’. 

3- Conjunct - movement by step. 
4- Angular/disjunct – movement by leap. 

hythm 
 
(incl. tempo 
& metre) 

Tempo changes through this song and they are important to the overall structure.   
Rallentandos used particularly at end of sections to go from Allegro to Andante.  

Time signature changes: 3/2 to 2/2 in opening, changes to 4/4 at b.88, returning to 2/2 at b.115.   

· Syncopation and dotted rhythms are used throughout.  

· Triplets are used, both quaver & crotchet triplets.  

· Rhythms are predominantly crotchet and quaver based, with some longer durations at ends of phrases.  

· Rests are often used to break up phrases. Pause marks or fermatas are used to lengthen and give freedom to longer rhythms.  

· Off-beat entry after a crotchet rest at each start of phrase. 

5- Sequence - the repetition of a musical phrase 
at a higher or lower pitch than the original. 

6- Leitmotif - a recurring musical idea, 

associated with a particular theme, character of 
place. 

7- Rallentando – gradually slower. 

8-Allegro – fast & lively. 

9- Andante – slow, moderately paced. 

exture · Sparse texture at opening: punctuating instrumental chord stabs with some monophonic unaccompanied bars.   

· Melody-dominated homophony in verses. 

· Homophonic chordal moments. 

· Ostinato accompaniment at b.88 with repeated semiquavers.   

· Unison & harmony singing though Elphaba & Glinda usually sing separately. 

· Contrapuntal ending: 3 different musical ideas with different lyrics. 

10- Maestoso – majestically. 

11- Syncopation - a temporary 
displacement of the regular metrical 
accent in music caused typically by 
stressing the weak beat. 

nstrument 
 

(sonority) 

‘Defying Gravity’ is a duet for the characters Elphaba and Glinda with some spoken dialogue in addition to the singing. The two characters 

either deliver their text spoken, half sung/spoken with music notated on the stave with crosses instead of note heads or entirely sung. These two 
singers require extremely versatile voices with a large range of just under two octaves, from G below middle C to F.  
Large orchestra: woodwind section (including additional instruments such as piccolo, bass clarinet and cor anglais), brass and string sections 
with a harp and three keyboards. It includes a wide variety of percussion instruments: drum kit, tubular bells and timpani. Electric guitars create 
a modern sound and in this song they are required with over- drive, a distortion effect.  
The score in the anthology is a short score or orchestral reduction and the main instruments with solos are labelled. The orchestra is used to 
good dramatic effect.  

12- Triplet – three notes should be played in 
the space of two, highlighted by a square 
bracket with a ‘3’. 
13- Homophonic - a melody & accompaniment. 

14- Ostinato - a persistent phrase or motif 
repeated over several bars or more. 

15- Unison – more than one part playing the 
same melody at the same pitch. 

enre Stephen Schwartz is an American music theatre composer and lyricist. Born in 1948 in New York, he studied piano and composition at the 
Julliard School of Music while still at high school, and later graduated in drama from Carnegie Mellon University.  

Musicals: Godspell; Pocahontas; The Hunchback of Notre Dame; The Prince of Egypt and Enchanted.  
2003: composer and lyricist for Wicked: The Untold Story of the Witches of Oz, a musical based on the novel Wicked: The Life and Times of the 
Wicked Witch of the West. This is an alternative version of the Wizard of Oz and tells the story from the point of view of the witches, Elphaba 
(the Wicked Witch of the West) and Glinda, the Good Witch.  
‘Defying Gravity’ is the finale song for the first act, when Elphaba discovers that the Wizard of Oz is not the heroic figure she had originally 
believed him to be. Realising this, Elphaba vows to do everything in her power to fight the Wizard and his sinister plans. She sings of how she 

wants to live without limits, going against the rules that others have set for her. It was originally written in the key of D♭ major but has been 
transposed to D major in the Anthology.  
Music theatre integrates songs, spoken dialogue, acting and dance within a popular idiom. Musicals are an extended piece of music theatre.  

16- Contrapuntal – when two melodies are 
played ‘against’ each other and interweave – 
almost the same as ‘polyphonic’; written in 

counterpoint. 

17- Dialogue – instrument in dialogue, playing 
on after another, swapping ideas. 

18- Overdrive – a type of distortion, altering the 
sound by increasing the gain, to produce a 
‘fuzzy’, ‘growling’ or ‘gritty’ sound. 

19- parallel semitonal movement – moving 

armony · Root position chords.   

· Unrelated chord progressions; parallel semitonal movement in opening (chromatic movement).  

· Dissonance sometimes.  

· Pedal at end.  

20- Dissonant – clashing intervals.  the intervals 
that are dissonant (clashing) are the minor and 

major second, the minor and major seventh and 
the tritone (augmented fourth or diminished fifth). 

onality · Ambiguous tonality at start. 

· D major.   

· Modulations: b.20: B major; b.22: F major; b.32: D major. B.88: G major; b.103: D major. B.115: chromatic melody of the opening. B.132: D 
major; B.168: B minor; finish on a chord of D major.   

20- Dissonant – clashing intervals.  the intervals 
that are dissonant (clashing) are the minor and 
major second, the minor and major seventh and 

the tritone (augmented fourth or diminished fifth). 

tructure Verse–chorus form. (Verse: bar 34, bar 63, bar 135. Chorus: bar 50, bar 79, bar 103, bar 151.)  
Within that structure this piece has multiple sections, which are defined by tempo, contrasting moods and melodic material.  

21- Pedal - a sustained or repeated note in the 
bass. 

22- Ambiguous  - unclear in tonality. 
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EXAM – Creating your Project 
 (1200 words) 

3-5 Minute composition with at least 8 TRACKS 

A programmed DRUM TRACK 
– Simple/effective & creative/more complex drum patterns 

Create & Saved SYNTH PATCH 
– Some creativity/creative/very creative in synth & sample patches 

Create & save patch within a SAMPLER – min. 3 audio files 

Internal Routing: two alternative signal paths 
– Some basic/good/greater insight into architecture (incl. internal 

routing), using some/range/more complex operations 

Use Sequencer to edit note data & velocity 
– Simple quantisation/correct usage using basic/beyond basic snap 

parameters 
– Some/clear/efficient use editing 

AUTOMATION: mixer, plug-in, instrument 
– Simple/creative & developed automation 

Save all work in one folder & create mp3 mixdown 

Evaluation (800 words) 

Review the project in light of feedback: 
- Look back at your aims and review the success of your project as a 
whole 
- Make use of feedback from tutors and peers. 

SCREENSHOTS: 
Annotated screenshots of the project… 
…that are basic but outline the essentials 
…that are relevant and clear 
…that are detailed, relevant and clear.  

Highlight Strengths & areas of development: 
 - How successful was your DAW project in regard to the brief?   
 - What areas of the project were you happy with and why?   

- What areas of the project could be improved in the future, why? 
How?   

KEYWORDS 
 

1- Programmed drum track: Information inputted to a DAW. 

2- Synth Patch:  A saved user or pre-set setting on a musical device - 
a patch that sets the functions of a synthesiser. 

3- Sampler:  A device for recording and/or playing back audio. 

4- Internal Routing: Activities required or undertaken to conserve the 
original condition of an item. 

5- sends: An auxiliary output from a physical or software mixer.  

5- inserts: A direct break in a channel strip to insert a device or 
processor. 

5- automation: The recording or programming data for the use in 
playback.  

5- plug-in: A software processor that can affect the audio  

5- mixer: A physical or software device for the combining of signals  
Planning your EXAM project (1000 words) 

Personal Aims 
You will need to think about your contribution to the recording. Your 
statement should describe your personal aims in relation to the 
recording.  
You may want to think about the following questions:  

- What do I want to achieve with my contribution?  
- What skills do I have that I can use? 
- How will I know if I have achieved it?  

Project Timeline 
You must produce a project timeline that will map out the DAW project 
you are undertaking. This can be presented as a flow chart, Gantt 
chart, or any other way that adequately displays the time taken on 
different aspects of the brief. The content of this chart should be led by 
the assessment criteria.  

Audience Expectation 
You must address the briefs scenario.  
What do you think the audience will be looking for? How will you meet 
or exceed their expectations?  

Resources 
You will need to consider the resources that will be used during this 
project. List and describe the resources that you will need to complete 
your work. 
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KEYWORDS 
 

1- Compose: an original musical creation. 

2- Style: The style or genre of music (Blues, Hip-Hop, Rock are 3 different 

musical styles). 

3- Rhythm Track: a regular repeated pattern, often heard on drums. 

4- Bassline: the lowest frequency notes in the composition. 

5- Harmonic Progression: the chord changes that move to form the 
harmonic characteristic of the composition. 

6- Melody: short riffs and musical ideas combined to create a tune 

7- Lyrics: written words that are sung, spoken or otherwise performed with 

the composition. 

8- Chord: 2 or more notes played simultaneously. 

9- Conjunct: moving by step. 

10- Phrase: a musical sentence, usually in 2, 4 or 8 bars. 

11- Structure: how a piece is organized (Verse-chorus, ABA, strophic are 3 
different types of song structure). 

KEY QUESTIONS 

What musical style are you composing? 

What are the key music features of your chosen style? 

What makes a successful composition in this style? 

 

 
When composing a piece, all the parts should match and fit together harmoniously. 
 
In order to do this, all the parts should relate to set of chords arranged together in a 
strong progression. 
 
Different songs use different amounts of chords and chord progressions: 

· Two-chord songs 

· Three chords across 2-bars 

· 4-bar patterns 

· 8-bar patterns 
 
The strongest chord progressions focus around the tonic (I), subdominant (IV) and 
dominant (V) chords. 

You should avoid using the median (iii) and leading note (vii). 
 

 
Listen to as many songs in your style and try to answer the analysis 

questions. 
 

The more you listen to and identify the different features of all the parts, the 
better your composition will be! 

 

CHECKLIST	(3+)	
1. Rhythm	Track	–	drums	

or	percussion?	
	
2. Bass	line	–	repetitive	or	

melodic	riff?	
	
3. Harmonic	Progression	–	

how	many	chords?	Will	
they	change	for	different	
sections?	Use	the	
progression	map	for	
good	progressions.	

	
4. Melody	–	short	

motifs/riffs	in	phrases	–	
structure.	

	
5. Lyrics	–	sung	or	bars?	
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A. Key Terms B. Key concepts C. Artists Analysis  

D. Key Techniques 

Show, Refine, Present, Investigate. 

Command Words

Keyword Description 

1. Medium Refers to the materials that 

used to create a work of 

2. Inspiration The process of being 

stimulated to do 

creative. 

3. Iconic Highly original, influential, 

unique, works of art, artists. 

4. Distorted Pulled or twisted out of 

contorted.

5. Portraiture The art of painting or 

portraits. 

6. Figurative Representing forms that 

recognisably derived from 

Do portraits need to be realistic to be considered skilful?

Model Response

Francis Bacon creates works using his own distinctive painting style mainly focusing on the human 

form. Experts would consider Bacon’s style as an example of Expressionism. This movement was seen to 

be partly a reaction against academic art. In spite of this Francis Bacon clearly was an admirer of the old 

masters and his attitudes were profoundly traditional. In my opinion portraits do not need to be realistic 

to demonstrate skill. I prefer the realist style  but can appreciate the skills used to produce distorted, fluid 

and emotional self portraits. In response to this question I looked into the BP portrait awards and found 

a variety of successful painting styles all using varied techniques. All the paintings had been well thought 

out and appropriate methods had been selected to convey particular emotions. The majority of artists 

able to create accomplished works usually follow certain rules and have been classically trained. These 

included proportion, shadow and light, and shape and scale. Although photography has almost 

replaced traditional portrait painting, critics would say the medium does not have the ability to convey 

emotion in such an extensive way. Through the motion and means paint is applied it can create a 

certain impression of a person and their personality that could not be achieved through the medium of 

photography.  

Furthermore Subsequently In Spite of Although

However In Addition To Summarise In Contrast 

Top Tips for creating an 

Artist Page 

1. Include a colour copy of each image 

being discussed 

2. Make sure the copies are big enough to 

see clearly and talk about 

3. Use specialist art terminology and key 

words (see Art Keyword pages) 

4. Break your writing down into small 

sections and separate each topic 

5. Do not copy and paste directly from the 

internet—this will earn you NO marks as it 

does not show your own understanding! 

6. Your own opinion and YOUR ideas about 

the work are most important!

7. Keep ALL WORK NEAT. Plan your page 

carefully. 

8. If you get stuck discuss your thoughts 

and ideas with another student or teacher. 

1) Use the internet, 

books & Visits 

2) Your own 

opinion 
3) Your own practical 

response 
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Temperature control

Keyword Definition

1. Food spoilage When food deteriorates so that its quality is reduced 
or it can no longer be eaten.

2. Food poisoning An illness caused by eating contaminated food

3.  high-risk foods Food that contains a lot of moisture and nutrient (e.g. 
milk, cream, eggs, meat and fish), and easily support 
the growth of pathogenic microorganisms particularly 
bacteria.

4.  bacteria Microscopic living organisms, which are single-celled
and can be found everywhere

5.  reproduce When animals and plants make more of their own 
kind

6. Binary fission How each bacterium reproduces by splitting in two

7. Temperature 

danger zone

Temperatures between 5°C and 63°C where most 
bacteria can multiply

8. dormant When bacteria are inactive and cannot grow at all

9. Temperature 

probe

A device with a metal spike that takes the 
temperature of food

Where do bacteria come from?

Keyword Definition

1. Micro organisms

Tiny forms of life, both plant and animal.  They can 
only be seen under a microscope. Bacteria are just 
one type of microorganism.

2. pathogenic
Something that is capable of causing illness

3. contaminate
To make a food unsafe to eat by allowing it to come 
into contact with microorganisms that will grow and 
multiply in it.

4.  mould

A micro-organism related to mushrooms.  Some 
types of mould contaminate food by growing in it 
and spoiling the appearance, taste, smell and 
texture of the food.

5.  Enzymes

Natural substances (mostly proteins) that speed up 
chemical reactions. They cause fruit and vegetables 
that have been harvested to ripen and the flesh of 
animals to break down once they have been killed

6.  moisture
Needed for bacterial growth.  Micro-organisms need 
water for all their biological processes.

7. time
It takes micro organisms time to grow and multiply.  
Most micro organisms multiply every 10-20 minutes

8. nutrients
Micro-organisms need nutrients and energy from 
food to enable them to grow and multiply

9. Ph level
If foods are too acidic or too alkaline, this will affect 
whether microorganisms can grow and multiply

10. oxidation
When substances combine with oxygen

Food poisoning (pathogenic) bacteria

Salmonella
Found in raw and undercooked poultry, eggs and 
meat, raw milk.  Incubation 12-36 hours

Staphylococcus 

aureus

Found in People!  Especially hands, nose, mouth and 
on the skin, in cuts and skin infections, cold cooked 
meats, raw milk, dairy products.  Incubation 1-6 
hours

Bacillus Cereus
Found in soil and plants that grow in the soil such as 
rice.  Incubation 6-15 hours

Campylobacter
Found in raw meat and poultry, milk and untreated 
dirty water. Incubations 48-60 hours

Listeria

Found in chilled ready-to-eat foods that do not 
require further cooking or reheating, such as:
cooked sliced meats, cured meats, smoked fish, pre-
prepared sandwiches and salads.  Incubation 5-14 
days

E. coli

Found in beef (especially minced beef) and other 
meat, raw milk, untreated dirty water.  Incubation 
12-24 hours

Raising agents

Keyword Definition

1. Raising agent An ingredient or process that introduces a gas into a 
mixture so that it rises when cooked

2. Physical 

raising agent

Processes such as whisking, beating, folding, lamination , 
These incorporate air or steam to make mixtures rise.

3. Chemical 

raising agent

Raising agents that produce carbon dioxide when they 
are heated with a liquid. E.g. baking powder, and 
bicarbonate of soda.  Self raising flour has baking 
powder added to it.

4.  Biological 

raising agent

A micro-organism used as a raising agent: yeast

5.  aeration The adding of air during the combining of different 
ingredients.

6.  whisking Eggs or egg whites are whisked to trap air bubbles

7. steam Moisture/water in the product produces steam when 
heated causing it to act as a raising agent

9. Baking 

powder

A chemical raising agent consisting of bicarbonate of 
soda and cream of tartar. This raising agent does not 
produce an after taste.  It is used in cakes.

10. Bicarbonate 

of soda

A chemical raising agent used in making cakes with a 
strong flavour (e.g. gingerbread) due to the after taste 
produced.

11. Carbon 

dioxide

The gas produced by chemical and biological raising 
agents

12. Yeast Yeast A microscopic fungus consisting of single oval cells 
that reproduce by budding, and capable of converting 
sugar into alcohol and CO2 gas. Also ferments in the 
correct conditions to make bread rise.

13. fermentation The process in which yeast produces the gas carbon 
dioxide.
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Key Points
1. Bacteria are found everywhere and need the right 

temperature, warmth, time, nutrients, pH level and 
oxygen to grow and multiply.

2. Microorganisms (bacteria) are used to make a wide range 
of food products.

3. Bacteria are used to make cheese, yogurt and bread.
4. Lactobacillus are the most important in food 

manufacturing.
5. Bacterial contamination is the presence of harmful 

bacteria in our food, which can lead to food poisoning and 
illness.   

6. As a food handler you must do everything possible to 
prevent this contamination.

7. What are the main symptoms of food poisoning and the 
bacteria that cause them?
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Nutrient Source Function Effects of deficiency and excess
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1. 
Carbohydrates 

1. Starches – found in cereal grains such as rice, 
wheat, oats, plus starchy tubers (potatoes and sweet 
potatoes) and vegetables (carrots, beets, corn)
2. Sugars – lactose found in milk and dairy, fructose 
found in honey, fruits and some vegetables (peppers, 
tomatoes etc.)
3. Glycaemic Index – how quickly carbs convert to 
blood sugars.  High GI convert quickly e.g. white 
bread, cornflakes, white rice, pineapple
Medium – brown rice and oats
Low GI – convert slowly – most fruits, carrots, whole-
wheat bread,  beans, peas, lentils

1. Starches (polysaccharides) provide energy 
when broken down – slow release energy to 
the body (wholegrain provide slower release 
carbohydrates).  provide fibre
2. Sugars (Disaccharides and Monosaccharides) 
provide quick release energy to the body's’ 
cells. Known as empty calories
1g carbs = 3.75Kcal
3. Intrinsic sugars – found in naturally in food 
eg fruit, vegetables
4. Extrinsic sugars – added to foods eg white 
sugar, honey, artificial sweeteners

1. Deficiency of carbohydrates is extremely rare in the 
UK.  Short term – weak, hungry and tired.
Long term lack of carbohydrates in the diet can cause 2. 
Ketosis – a condition where the body switches to using 
protein as an energy source. 
3. Excess – converts to fat – obesity, type 2 diabetes, 
heart disease, some cancers.  Excess sugars – tooth 
decay

4. No more than 5% of daily calories should come from 
sugar

2. Proteins 1. Protein is digested by the body into its 
component parts – called amino acids. There 
are 8 which are essential for adults and 12 for
children. HBV protein foods contain all the 
essential amino acids. LBV have one or more 
missing.
2. High Biological Value (HBV) protein: Meat,
fish, poultry, eggs, Quorn, milk, soya, Quinoa
3. Low Biological Value (LBV) protein: Tofu, 
beans, nuts, seeds, grains eg wheat

1. Protein  is needed for growth and repair, the 
production of body chemicals eg enzymes and 
hormones
2. Is also a source of secondary energy
1g protein = 4Kcal
3. Complementary proteins – eating a mixture 
of LBV proteins in order to get all the essential 
amino acids eg Beans on toast

1. Protein deficiency can cause:
• Wasting of muscle & muscle loss
• Oedema – build up of fluids in the body
• Slow growth in children
2. Severe deficiency leads to kwashiorkor 
3. Excess – some is removed as waste.  Rest is stored as 
fat.

4. Adults need 55g  of protein a day

3. Fats 1. Saturated fats - Butter, cheese, meat, lard. 
Contain low density lipoproteins LDL (bad) 
which raise blood cholesterol levels and clog 
artery walls.
2. Unsaturated fats – olive oil, avocado oil, fish 
oils.  These contain high density lipoproteins 
HDL (good) which help to remove cholesterol by 
taking it to the liver where it is processed and 
removed..
3. Visible fats – fat on meat, bacon rind
Invisible fats – cheese, avocados, nuts.
4. Oils are turned into solid fats by 
hydrogenation.  These fats are unhealthy.

1. Fat is a term used to describe lipids – this 
can refer to solid fats and oils.  Fat is broken 
down by the body and used for energy.      1 g 
fat = 9Kcal
2. Fat provides warmth when stored under the 
skin. Protects organs eg heart, liver.
3. Fat Carries fat soluble vitamins A, D, E & K.

4. Fat is important for hormone production
5. Contains essential fatty acids that the body 
is unable to make itself
6. Omega 3 and 6 are essential fatty acids 
which promote heart and brain development 
and prevent depression. 

1. Lack of fat in the diet can lead to deficiencies of fat 
soluble vitamins A, D, E & K.

2. Excess fat (either type) – obesity and all diseases 
linked to it.
3. Excess unsaturated fat - build up of cholesterol on 
artery walls which can lead to a heart attack.

5. Adults men need 95g fat and women 70g.  No more 
than 30g or 20g saturated fat
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Properties and characteristics of materials

Absorbency To be able to soak up liquid easily.

Strength The capacity of an object or substance to 

withstand great force or pressure.

Elasticity The ability of an object or material to 

resume its normal shape after being 

stretched or compressed; stretchiness.

Plasticity The quality of being easily shaped or 

moulded.

Malleability To be able to be hammered or pressed 

into shape without breaking or cracking.

Density The quantity of mass per unit volume of 

a substance 

Effectiveness The degree to which something is 

successful in producing a desired result; 

success.

Durability The ability to withstand wear, pressure, 

or damage.

SI Base Units

unit abb physical quantity Smallest    - - - - - - - Largest

metre m length Micrometer, millimeter, centimeter, 

meter

second s time Microsecond, millisecond, seconds

kilogram kg mass Milligram, gram, kilogram

ampere A electric current Micro amp, milliamp, amp, kiloamp

kelvin K thermodynamic 

temperature

Kelvin, degrees Celsius

candela cd luminous intensity Microcandela, millicandela, candela

mole mol amount of substance Nanomole, micromole, millimole, mole

Engineering Disciplines

Mechanical Hydraulics, gears, pulleys.

Electrical Power station, household appliances, integrated circuits

Aerospace Aircraft, space vehicles, missiles

Communications Telephone, radio, fibre optic

Chemical Pharmaceuticals, fossil fuels, food and drink

Civil Bridges, roads, rail

Automotive Cars, motorcycles, trains

Biomedical Prosthetics, medical devices, radiotherapy

Software Applications, systems, programming

Understand the making Process

1 Preparation Drawing, CAD, sketches, plans.

2 Marking Out Pencil, scribe, steel rule, tri square, marking gauge, calipers, centre 

punch.

3 Modification Saw, jigsaw, scroll saw, laser cutter, pliers, hammer, drill, file, glass 

paper.

4 Joining Riveting gun, spanner, screwdriver, hot glue, gun , soldering iron, nail 

gun.

5 Finishing Hand sander, glass paper, disc sander, buffing wheel, polish, spray paint, 

varnish.

Health & Safety Legislation

Health and 

Safety at work 

Act – an 

agreement to 

keep us safe.

Personal       

Protective     

Equipment – to 

protect your 

body.

Manual 

Handling 

Operations –

lifting and 

carrying.

Control of    

Substances 

Hazardous to 

Health –

chemicals.

Reporting of 

Injuries RIDDOR 

– keeping a log 

of accidents.

Materials – Ferrous metals  - containing IRON

Cast iron High carbon steel Low carbon steel Stainless steel

Good compressive 

strength, good for 

casting.

Strong and hard but 

difficult to form.

Tough and low cost. Strong and hard, good 

corrosion resistance.

Materials – NON Ferrous metals / alloys – containing NO iron

Aluminium Copper (pure 

metal)

Brass (alloy of 

65% copper 

35% zinc)

Bronze (alloy 

of 90% copper 

10% tin)

Lead (pure 

metal)

Zinc (pure 

metal)

Light, strong, 

ductile, good 

conductor,

corrosion 

resistant.

Malleable, 

ductile, tough, 

good 

conductor, 

easily joined, 

corrosion 

resistant.

corrosion 

resistant, 

good 

conductor, 

easily joined, 

casts well.

Tough and 

hardwearing, 

corrosion 

resistant.

Very soft and 

malleable, 

heaviest 

common 

metal, 

corrosion 

resistant.

Low melting

point, 

extremely 

corrosion 

resistant, 

easily worked.

Materials – Polymers – Thermoplastics – shaped when hot – can be reheated

ABS Acrylic Polycarbonate Polystyrene

Strong and ridged, hard 

and tough, expensive.

Good optical 
properties, 
transparent, good 
colour, hard wearing, 
shatter proof.

High strength and 
toughness, heat 
resistant, good colour 
stability.

Good toughness and 
impact strength, good 
for vacuum forming 
and injection 
moulding.

Materials – Polymers – Thermosetting plastic – can be moulded – non recycleable

Polyester resin Melamine resin Polyurethane Vulcanised rubber

Good strength but 

brittle

Stiff hard and strong Hard with high
strength, flexible and 
tough

Highest tensile 
strength, elastic,
resistant to abrasion

Testing materials

Materials 

testing is used 

to check the 

suitability of a 

material.

Testing can be 

non-destructive

or destructive.

Most Non 

destructive 

testing will be

visual.

Tensile testing, 

compressive 

strength tests 

and hardness 

testing are 

destructive.

Tensile test Compressive test Hardness test

- Used to find the 

strength under 

tension.

- The maximum 

pulling or stretching 

force before failure.

- Used by applying a 

load and observing 

the changes.

- The resistance of a 

material under a 

compressive force.

- A material is placed 

under compression to 

see its resistance.

- concrete is a good 

example of material 

with compressive 

strength.

- Used to find out 

how hard a material 

is.

- In a work shop a 

hammer and dot 

punch is used to 

create an indentation 

in the material.
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Important Ideas

Time series graphs are useful for studying the trend and 
seasonal variation

Trend lines can be used to predict future values.

You can find estimates of a probability by repeating an 
experiment many times

You can use a variety of diagrams to represent all the 
different outcomes possible of events

Vocabulary

Time series Graphs which show variation over time

Trend The overall behaviour over time

Trend line
Shows the tend of data over time ignoring 
any seasonal variation

Moving 
average

A sequence of averages that smooths out 
variations in data. Used to show trends.

Expected 
(relative) 
frequency

How often we expect something to 
happen based on trials.

Risk The probability of loss

Two-way table
A way of presenting data with two 
variables

Sample space 
diagram

A table showing all possible outcomes of 
two combined events

Tree diagram
A diagram with branches used to work out 
probabilities of combined events

Venn diagram

A diagram using circles to represent sets. 
The position and overlap of the circles
indicates the relationships between the 
sets.

Question Answer

Time series

Plot the time series
Plot the moving averages
Draw the trend line
Describe the trend The trend is flat

Experimental probability

Sami spins a coin 250 times. 
He gets 110 heads
(a) Work out the 

experimental 
probability of getting a 
head

(b) Write down the 
experimental 
probability of getting a 
tail

(a) 110/250
(b) 140/250

Risk

Work out the risk of a knee 
injury in each sport
Estimate the number of 
knee injuries next season, 
which has 35 games

Football 0.16
Hockey 0.083
Rugby 0.325

3 (rounded from 2.9)

Key Facts & Formula

Moving 
averages

Expected 
(relative)
frequency

Uses trials to estimate the probability 
of something happening next.

Equation of a 
trend line

Y = ax + b

where b is the intercept on the y-axis 
and a is the gradient of the line.

Experimental 
probability

Number of times the event happens ÷
total number of trials

Estimate

Total number of trials x probability

The more times an experiment is 
repeated the more accurate the 
estimate will be.

Increasing sample size leads to better 
estimates

Risk

Risk of a fault x number of items sold
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Important Ideas

Index numbers are often used to compare price changes 
over time.

The probability of one event may affect the probability of 
another.

Vocabulary

Independent 
events

Events are independent if the 
outcome of one does not affects the 
probability of another occurring.

Conditional 
probability

When the probability of a second 
event depends on the first.

Index numbers
A way of tracking changes in value 
through time.

Weighted index
numbers

A measure of how a set of items 
changes in value.

Retail price index 
(RPI)

Shows changes in the cost of living. 
Used to set interest rates for student 
loans.

Consumer price 
index (CPI)

Shows changes in the cost of living 
(not including mortgage payments). 
Used to index benefits, tax credits 
and pensions in the UK

Gross domestic 
product (GDP)

The main measure of economic 
output based on the value of goods 
and services produced by a country 
or region.

Crude rates
A simple way to compare population 
statistics such as births, deaths and 
employment levels

Standardised 
rates

Enables valid comparisons between 
distributions

Key Facts & Formula

Independent 
events

Conditional 
probability

Index number

Weighted 
index numbers

Chain base 
index number

Question Answer

Conditional probability

Using the Venn diagram above, 
find the probability that a 
randomly chosen household 
does not own a dog, given the 
household owns a cat.

Index numbers

The index numbers in the table 
show the average monthly rent 
for a flat, using 2013 as the 
base year. 
a) In which year did the 

average monthly rent 
decrease?

b) The average monthly ret 
in 2013 was £530 
Calculate the average 
monthly rent for the years 
2014 and 2015.

(a) Average monthly rate 
decreased  in 2014 (85 < 100)

(b) 2014:

2015:
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4

Number Key term Explained

1 Democratic Relating to or supporting democracy or its 
principles.

2 Democratic 
deficit

Less democratic

3 direct 
democracy

purest form of democracy. A form of 
democracy in which all laws and policies 
imposed by governments are determined 
by the people themselves, rather than by 
representatives who are elected by the 
people. 

4 indirect 
democracy

is a type of democracy founded on the 
principle of elected officials representing a 
group of people

5 legitimacy the degree to which the government has 
the right to exercise power

6 political 
participation

opportunities to become involved in the 
political process

7 referendum a popular vote on a specific question

8 Absolute 
majority

where an MP gains over 50% of the vote

Number Key term Explained

9 AMS Additional Member System. a hybrid system with 2/3 FPTP 
and 1/3 regional list. Used in Scotland and Wales

10 Alternative vote An electoral system whereby voters rank candidates in order 
of preference. 

11 British Constitution This sets out how we are governed. The UK does not have 
one single document instead our constitution comes from 
many sources and has been shaped over hundreds of years 
by different laws and events e.g. Magna Carta, Human Rights 
Act.

12 Parliamentary 
Sovereignty

This means that Parliament is the only body that can make 
laws. It is hugely powerful. It also means that UK law and 
policy can be changed when new Parliaments are formed, its 
adaptable. However, once law and policy are created by 
Parliament, all individuals and public bodies must follow it. 

13 European Parliament The European Union has a parliament, which represents all 
member countries of the EU. This group have a say in plans 
that are developed for Europe, often involving trade and 
employment. The UK has now started the process of leaving 
the EU.

14 National Parliament This is what most people think of when they imagine politics. 
Our national Parliament is based in Westminster. The elected 
body (MPs) sit in the House of Commons and have the power 
(along side the rest of Parliament) to make laws and shape 
national policy.

15 Local council Councillors are elected by citizens who live in their ward. 
They cannot make laws, but they can make decisions about 
your local area, they aim to improve your local area. 
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4

Number Key term Explained

16 Misters whips Whips are MPs or members of the House of Lords 
appointed by each party to inform and organise 
their own members in Parliament. One of their 
responsibilities is to make sure that their members 
vote in divisions, and vote in line with party policy. 
It is the party whips, along with the Leader and 
Shadow Leaders of each House, that negotiate 
behind the scenes to arrange the day to day 
business in Parliament - a process often referred 
to as 'the usual channels'.

17 Cabinet The Cabinet is the team of 20 or so most senior 
ministers in the Government who are chosen by 
the Prime Minister to lead on specific policy areas 
such as Health, Transport, Foreign Affairs or 
Defence.

18 Shadow Cabinet The Shadow Cabinet is the team of senior 
spokespeople chosen by the Leader of the 
Opposition to mirror the Cabinet in Government. 
Each member of the shadow cabinet is appointed 
to lead on a specific policy area for their party and 
to question and challenge their counterpart in the 
Cabinet. In this way the Official Opposition seeks 
to present itself as an alternative government-in-
waiting.

19 Backbenchers Backbenchers are MPs or members of the House 
of Lords that are neither government ministers 
nor opposition Shadow spokespeople . They are so 
called because, in the Chamber, they sit in the 
rows of benches behind their parties' 
spokespeople who are known as frontbenchers.

Number Key term Explained

20 Manifesto A manifesto is a publication issued by a political party 
before a General Election. It contains the set of 
policies that the party stands for and would wish to 
implement if elected to govern.

21 Legislation Legislation is a law or a set of laws that have been 
passed by Parliament. The word is also used to 
describe the act of making a new law.

22 Bishops As senior members of the Church of England, which is 
the established church, some bishops are entitled to 
sit in the House of Lords. The Archbishop of 
Canterbury, the Archbishop of York, the Bishops of 
London, Durham and Winchester and 21 other 
bishops in order of seniority together form the Lords 
Spiritual.

23 Crossing the floor To cross the floor in Parliament means to change 
sides: to leave one political party and join another.

24 Dissolution Dissolution is the official term for the end of a 
Parliament before a general election. When 
Parliament is dissolved every seat in the House of 
Commons becomes vacant. MPs immediately revert 
to being members of the general public and those 
who wish to become MPs again must stand for 
election as candidates.

25 Frontbench 
(frontbenchers) 

A frontbencher is either a Government minister or an 
Opposition shadow spokesperson. They are so-called 
because they occupy the front benches on either side 
of the Chamber when the House is in session, with 
other party members - backbenchers - sitting behind 
them.
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Box 1. What do I need to know?

 What are the different types of contracts?
 Why is the Equality Act 2010 so important?
 What are the redundancy and disciplinary 

procedures?      

Box 4.

Box 2. Equality in Recruitment
Businesses must ensure they treat all workers fairly. They must offer equal pay and promotion opportunities for women and 
ethnic minorities.
This also applies to recruitment. Employers must not discriminate against applicants based on race, sex, age or disability.  

Equality Act 2010 
This act legally protects people from discrimination in the workplace and in wider society. 

Box 3. Redundancy Procedures

Redundancy : - when a business eliminates a certain job role.

 Staff  can lose their job through redundancy if the business suffers a fall in profit or they no longer offer the services of products the employee provides. 
 Redundancy procedures must be fair . 
 Can receive compensation for being made redundant.

Voluntary redundancy Employees can volunteer for redundancy.

Key Words Explanation

Contract of employment

A contract is an agreement that sets out an employee's: employment conditions, rights & responsibilities and 

duties. The legal parts of a contract are known as ‘terms’. An employer should make clear which parts of a 

contract are legally binding.

Permanent contract This employment contract does not have an end date. This can offer better job security as it is ongoing.

Temporary contract This employment contract is flexible and both sides have a notice period . This is often used in seasonal work, for 

example, shop staff at Christmas, or fruit pickers in summer. 

Fixed term contract This employment contract has a fixed end date. This can be used when the employer knows exactly when the 

contract needs to end. For example if someone is covering maternity leave the employer will know when the 

person is returning to work.

Part-time contract A contract of less that a full time worker. There is not a set number of hours and can range from 1-34 hours per 

week.

Full time contract A contract of full time employment. Full time is usually considered a contract of over 35 hours per week.

Zero hour contract This contract means that the employer is not required to provide a minimum number of hours and the worker is 

not required to accept any work offered. 
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Box 5. Disciplinary Procedures

Staff Development

Disciplinary procedures Employers' disciplinary rules set the expected standards of employees and make it clear what conduct is and is not acceptable in the workplace. If 
this is not followed then staff can be disciplined. 
Verbal warning, written warnings, final warnings or instant dismissals can be used.

Box 7. 
Staff Appraisals

Appraisals are annual meetings to: 

o review a staff member’s performance over the previous year
o set targets for the next year 
o support staff and motivate them to improve
o discuss any training needs or Continuous Professional 

Development (CPD).

Appraisal should be based on the job description.

They should be based on evidence of the  employee’s  
performance such as sickness record, disciplinary records, any 
previous targets.

Once the performance has been reviewed targets should be set 
for the following year. 

Box 8. Training
1. On the job training: where employees train within the 

business. Train whilst they work. Also called in house 
training. 

2. Off the job training: where employees go off site to be 
trained by an external provider.

Box 9. Staff Induction

All staff should be given an induction into their new job role and work place.
The purpose of the induction is to introduce the new member of staff to the job and workplace as quickly as 
possible, so they can contribute as quickly as possible. 

Training can include: 
1. Introduction to their new team
2. Introduction to building including health and safety guidelines (including first aid and fire exits)
3. Business policies and procedures
4. How to carry out their role, usually carried out by their line manager and can include job shadowing and 

training

Box 6. What do I need to know?
 What is a staff induction?
 What is a staff appraisal? 
 Why is staff training important?

Box 10. Training

Why is 

training 

needed?

• New skills required by employees. This could be because of new equipment or updated 
products

• Changes to the business sector e.g. new legal requirements to driving qualification for 
lorry drivers.

• Expansion of a business into new areas which the staff do not have the required skills for.
• Promotion of staff to a new role they have not experienced before.
• Staff maybe required to gain a recognised qualification to carry out their job. 
• Employers may want to help staff develop their functional skills to support their life 

chances. 

Internal 

Training

Carried out by staff members of the business often in their own premises. This training is 
usually part of continuous staff development. Can include mentoring, job rotation and 
coaching.

External 

training

Carried out by others who are not part of the business. They could be consultants/ trainers 
from another organisation or training provider who have the skills and knowledge the 
business lacks
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Box 11. What I need to know?
 What are the different ways an employee can be paid?
 What is performance related pay?

Useful Links: - https://youtu.be/gfYdjFcrqkQ
- https://youtu.be/26dgiehTnnA

Box 12. Payment

Performance Related Pay

Based on an employee reaching clearly set targets that can be measured. This 
can include commission, bonuses and profit sharing.

People who receive performance rated pay are usually paid a lower salary and 
are set pre-agreed targets. If they achieve the targets they will be paid a higher 
rate of pay.

Commissi
on

Where staff are paid a basic wage and then a target based 
commission. For example, the more they sell, the higher their 
commission payment will be. Or if they meet a target then they 
receive the payment. If targets are not met then no commission 
will be paid. 

Bonuses
Staff are given an extra payment. This is usually linked to the 
profitability of the company and the performance of the 
employee. 

Profit 
sharing

Profit sharing is an incentive plan by a business to encourage their 
staff to perform better. 
The company allocates a percentage of the pre-tax profits to share 
amongst to staff. 

Wage

A wage is a fixed regular payment earned for work or 
services, typically paid on a daily or weekly basis.

• Payment may be calculated at an hourly or daily 
rate.

• Waged employees may also receive tips paid 
directly by customers.

• Someone working in a shop, bar or restaurant is 
likely to receive a wage as opposed to a salary.

Salary

The employer pays an arranged amount at regular 
intervals (such as a week or month) regardless of 

hours worked.

Employees who receive an annual salary would also 
receive pay for holidays and sickness.

Piece work

You are paid for each thing you make or do and not 
for the amount of time you work.

• Many piece workers work from home. This is 
classed as ‘output’ work.

• Many piece workers are self employed. This means 
they are responsible for their own tax and national 
insurance .

• Piece work can be very low paid. It should be paid 
at minimum rate but this would depend on the 
employer estimate of how long it should take to 
complete the tasks!

For example, 50p for every scarf you make.

Performance 
related pay

Based on an employee reaching clearly set targets 
that can be measured. This can include commission, 
bonuses and profit sharing
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